Without a quorum, Wendy, Bill and Ed mostly discussed plans for next year, in particular our arrangement with Franklin. This started at 7.

Wendy wants Felicia to be more involved, to take advantage of subs the way Franklin does, to coordinate meetings and classes with Franklin. She would like to have more hours open.

Ed felt we should interview Felicia to find out what she wants to do. He felt that it was paramount that she be on location in Medway as much as much of her 14 hours as possible. Ideally all of it.

Bill felt that interview wasn't the right word, but felt that discussing things with her was a good idea.

Concerning the Assistant to the Director's Report (see below), Margaret will find out what the surrounding towns are doing about the length of time we hang onto items on hold.

Wendy would like feed back on the revised Joint Library Report draft.

The trustees left as informally they had come at 8:30.
Three new instructional coaches from the elementary and middle schools contacted us to discuss changes to the schools recommended and required summer reading programs. Katherine and I met with them last week. They are enthusiastic about collaborating with the library, and plan to include information about the library on the brochure they send home with the children. They asked us for book recommendations, and after consulting with the Holliston children’s and YA librarians I sent them additional recommendations.
They also invited us to have a library staff person come to the schools to read to the children.

The Medway Community Farm put up a bulletin board display, which will be up until mid-May. Lorie and I created displays of relevant books for children and for adults, and high school volunteers created a farm scene display in the glass case using model buildings I brought in.

Checked with Town Hall about the status of computations of leave accrued and used that I submitted last month, and was told that they plan to use those figures. Last week, all departments were asked to submit up-to-date leave accrual figures, through 4/24/10, in preparation for move of payroll to MUNIS, date to be determined. Submitted these updates.

Independent Piping cleaned the sprinkler system valve. Water Safety Services, a contractor for the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection re-inspected the backflow prevention device, and it passed.

Tiles in upstairs bathroom need to be replaced. We have spare tiles. Working on clarifying the process of requesting repairs from Franklin. Pump for sink in meeting room stopped working – Jon came to fix it and showed me how to do so (you just hit the top of the bucket containing the float to free it).

Worked on resolving issues related misapplied payments to Bay State Gas and Direct Energy.

Investigating Newsbank News and Information Portal, which among other things includes access to the Milford Daily News and Country Gazette from 2005 on. Felicia is also interested in looking into it for Franklin. Sharing a subscription may or may not save money.

Talked to Bill about lengthening the time that we hold books for patrons, due to our limited hours. Would like to request that the period be changed from 5 to 7 days.

Lack of staff has been an issue, manageable only because the staff is so flexible. Due to emergencies/illness, Bill and Katherine happened to be out simultaneously for a week, and Lorie will be out this week and next.

-Margaret Perkins